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As we continue to provide educational 
meetings around the area, one of the 
topics we cover is basis. Basis is a very 
important part of our commodity pricing 
structure. Most people involved in Ag 
understand the cash price at each local 
elevator. The cash price determined 
by taking the Chicago Board of Trade 
futures price and adding or subtracting 
local basis. Basis varies greatly across the 
country. Just within our Hurley offices, we 
deal with a wide range of basis levels.  To 
understand this a little more, lets cover a 
few Hurley areas.

Missouri – Our southern offices deal with 
the Gulf of Mexico market. Their cash 
price determined by the delivered bid 
to the Gulf minus freight that primarily 
moves by barge down the river system.

Iowa, Southern Minnesota and Southern 
South Dakota offices – Their cash bid 
is determined more by the end user 
markets … ethanol plants, feed mills and 
processing plants. They also have some 
grain movement by Rail. 

Central Minnesota, Northeastern South 
Dakota and North Dakota offices – Their 
cash bid determined more by the Rail 
Shippers with a smaller percentage going 
to end user markets. 

Since I am from the Glenwood, Minnesota 
office, I am going to discuss the 
components that make up the Northern 
Region rail basis. Basis typically is widest 
at harvest time, a function of supply and 
demand. We are likely to see -.80 Z (Dec) 
corn basis in our area during October. 
However, what makes up this -.80 basis? 
Let us break down the components. 

Delivered PNW bid 
 

Our unit trains in the Minnesota / Dakota’s 
primarily move to the Pacific Northwest 
for export. This bid represents delivery 
to an export terminal in the Washington 
/ Oregon region. The chart below shows 

continued on page 2

Delivered bid to the PNW - +.65

Rail Freight - -1.00

Secondary Rail Freight - -.25

Elevator Margin - -.20

Local October basis = -.80
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delivered values to the PNW back in Sept 2017. We use this 
visual for our marketing seminars. As you can see, delivered 
PNW bid for Oct/ Nov 2017 was .64/.65 over CBOT.

Rail Freight  
 

The following chart shows the Tariff rail freight rate from 
West Central Minnesota to the PNW. As you can see, the 
rate is $4,920 per car. High Capacity rail cars hold around 
4000 bushel making the per bushel rate of $1.23 per 
bushel. The railroad also offers shuttle incentives (100-car 
movement) and loading incentives (loading the train within 
a certain time) that decrease the rate down to around $1.00 
per bushel. 

Secondary Freight – There is also a secondary freight 
market where shippers can bid over (or under) tariff rate 
to secure freight for a specific date, week or time period, 
this trades monthly. As you can see from the chart below, 
secondary rail freight was trading at $1000-$1200 per car 
over to secure freight for October 2017.  $1000 / 4000 
bushel per car = .25 cents per bushel.  This is also a 
function of supply / demand. Transportation has its biggest 
need during harvest, thus higher cost.

Frieght

Elevator Margin 
 

This is the last basis component. This is what your 
local elevator keeps to “pay the bills.”  This figure 
varies through the course of the year. I have a .20 
cents figure reflected above. Typically, this margin is 
widest at harvest time because it covers additional 
costs for ground piles, spoilage, additional labor and 
interest. 

I hope this breakdown gives you a better 
understanding of local basis. The next time the wide 
harvest basis leaves you shaking your head, I hope 
you have a greater understanding why. 

Components of Basis
By Dave Dolan
Continued from page 1

CHG August Sept Oct/Nov Dec/ Jan

CBOT 0 342 U 356.25 Z

CIF 2 20 U 22 U 24/28 Z 31/33 Z/H

IL River 
Freight

UNC 335/340 350/390 425/360 310/300

PNW UNC 68 U 72 U 64/65 Z 69/66 Z/H

ST Louis 
Barge 
Frt

UNC 225/230 240/275 300/280 210

RAIL
RATE

MILES FUEL
SURCHARGE

SURCHARGE 
COSTS

TOTAL
FREIGHT

COST
/BUSHEL

COST
/SHORT TON

$4,920 1,674 $0.00 $0.00 $4,920.00 $1.23 $43.93

Freight BNSF Costs BNSF Shuttles

Bid Offer Bid Offer

Spot

Aug

Sept -75/-25 -200/400 -100/800

AS

Oct 1000/1200

Nov 200 400

Dec -50/-200 0

DND 400 635
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Mom was Right…
Time Really Does Fly!
By Barry Whitehill, Hurley consultant (Grundy Center, IA)
(Barry has been a Hurley consultant for 18 years and is retiring on December 31, 2018)

continued on page 4

I was like most kids growing up on 
a farm in the 50’s and 60’s … time 
seemed to drag on forever, especially 
when I wanted to be old (and big) 
enough to help with certain chores 
on the farm.  Like helping milk our 
few dairy cows (by hand)…it looked 
like fun while watching Dad…. (What 
was I thinking?).  Although I did 
become adept at writing my name 

on the barn wall (with milk) and at spraying the cats, Dad 
wasn’t appreciative of my artistic talent.  Or, like helping in 
the field by driving our John Deere 50.  Dad said I could 
drive it when I was able to push/pull the hand clutch in and 
out of gear.  I finally accomplished that by standing on the 
platform and using both hands on the clutch.

Fast forward to June of 1969.  My first job out of college 
was with FELCO, a regional cooperative based at Fort 
Dodge, Iowa (merged with Land O’Lakes a year later).  As 
a District Sales Rep, I called on local cooperatives in north 
central Iowa and worked with general managers, counter 
people, feed, agronomy and petroleum employees.  There 
were no agronomists or feed specialists at that time in my 
district…no on-farm product/tech support for producers. 

My entire career, prior to Hurley & Associates, was spent 
working with producers on the ag service side (feed and 
agronomy primarily).  I was fortunate to work for several 
excellent local cooperatives and for Land O’Lakes (twice).

When I think where technology has gone from 1969 to 
the present, it’s hard to wrap my mind around it.  Here are 
two early examples that were “high tech” at the time.  I 
experienced them and they are good for a chuckle today.  

I called on a general manager one day and he had a 
machine on his desk that I’d never seen before.  He 
said it was a calculator, about the size of two hard-cover 
books (one on top of another) and it could do addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division faster than I could 
sharpen my No. 2 lead pencil.  He said it cost $250.  All 
I could think about was how much faster (and more 

accurately) I could calculate feed 
rations, fertilizer recommendations, 
etc.  Being a thrifty farm boy, I wasn’t 
going to spend $250 so I waited until 
the price came all the way down to 
$125.  And, did it make a difference for 
me!  Of course, you can buy one today 
that has many more functions for just 
$7.99.

The second example was when I was sales 
manager for NEW Cooperative, headquartered at 
Fort Dodge (early 80’s).  Our cooperative had a large 
mainframe computer for accounting, but all other tasks 
were accomplished with adding machines or calculators.  
One year our company soybean seed sales qualified us 
to receive several desktop computers (quite new to the 
market).  One went to our controller, one to our general 
manager and one to our sales/marketing group.  That was 
a big jump in technology and efficiency for our company.  
It’s hard to imagine today that business got done back then 
(and done well) without some type of computer on every 
desk and with laptops to take to the country.

I’ve been extremely fortunate to have been part of some 
terrific teams and companies throughout my career.  
However, the past 18 years with Hurley & Associates have 
been among the most enjoyable and rewarding for me 
personally.  Having the opportunity to work every day with 
producers and their families (I’m not prejudiced… they 
are the backbone of America), made coming to work a 
pleasure.

You may have noticed a common characteristic as I wrote 
about some of the various positions I have held.  My dad 
was a big influence on my career path.  He was an active 
member of our local cooperative and president of the 
board for a number of years.  When I graduated from 
college, the only thing I knew for sure was that “I wanted to 
help farmers.”  That passion hasn’t gone out of style. I see 
that throughout our Hurley consulting group and in many 
ag graduates today.  That desire “to help farmers” led 
me to working for FELCO/Land O’Lakes and several local 
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Mom was Right…
Time Really Does Fly!
By Barry Whitehill, Hurley consultant (Grundy Center, IA)
Continued from page 3

 

Ben grew up in southeast Minnesota on a small 
beef operation.  He graduated from North Dakota 
State University with a degree in Agricultural 
Economics and a minor in Animal Science.  Upon 
graduation, Ben immediately took a position with 
AgStar as a loan officer and crop insurance agent 
out of Mankato, MN.
 
Ben joined the Hurley team in 2009.  He was 
impressed with Hurley’s individualized approach 
to risk management marketing. Particularly the 
emphasis that is placed on each producer’s cash 
flow projections.  His knowledge in marketing, 
finance, and crop insurance assists in his ability to 
help producers understand and manage their risk.
 
Ben, his wife and their three sons live near Lowry, 
MN where they run a small herd of Registered 
Simmental beef cattle.  He and his family are active 
in their local church, 4-H and community.  Ben 
enjoys showing and working cattle with his family, 
fishing and other outdoor activities.

What do you most 
enjoy about your job?
The fact that I get to spend every 
day working in the Ag industry 
alongside farmers/ranchers that 
have included me in their circle of 
trusted advisors. 

How did you get started in your career?
My career in Ag started years ago with the positive 
experiences of growing up in MN 4-H and raising 
beef cattle.  I surrounded myself with other folks 
tied to agriculture and it ultimately led to my Farm 
Marketing Consultant position with Hurley. 

What are you most passionate about when it 
comes to serving your clients?
Creating clarity by helping clients focus on their 
bottom line and profitability.

What would be your ideal vacation?
Outdoors with my family!  No cell service and no 
internet!

Consultant Spotlight:
BEN HAWKINS

cooperatives for the first 31 years of my ag career.  

Then, in Hurley & Associates, I found a family-owned 
company that demonstrated all of these best business 
principles and gave me the opportunity to work directly 
with some of the best producers in the world.  

Hurley & Associates was founded by a petite and dynamic 
lady, Ida Hurley, who had a fervent passion to serve 
producers and their families.  

Ida often used the phrase, “Simple is Hard.”  Having the 
discipline and knowledge to know costs, build a plan, 
identify targets and execute the plan may sound simple, 
but doing it right and continuing to do it right year after 
year is not simple.  Some might call those actions “hard.”  I 
prefer to use the term, “rewarding.”

My sincere thanks to all who I have had the good fortune 
to meet over the past 18 years, particularly the farmers and 
ranchers and their families that I got to work with up close 
and personal.  It was a privilege and honor to work with all 
of you.  I wish you all the best in 2019 and beyond.  

Hurley & Associates wishes to thank Barry for his many 
years of service to farmers and ranchers and to the Ag 
industry, in general.  Barry is truly a gentleman and we 
will miss him in our ranks.  Best wishes for a long, happy 
and healthy retirement, Barry!

“Christmas waves a magic wand 
over this world, and behold, 

everything is softer and 
more beautiful.”

– Norman Vincent Peale
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Merry Christmas
By Trent Hurley

Christmas is here!  As the year comes to an end, we like to take time to reflect back 
on the last twelve months and take inventory of the many blessings that have come 
our way.  Hurley & Associates has been able to continue to grow and reach more 
producers because of our wonderful group of employees, whom we consider our 
family.  We not only care about each other but you should know that each of us has a 
passion for serving you, our clients, and seeing to your success.  

With each passing year, market challenges come our way and 2018 has been no 
exception.  However, those challenges always present opportunities to manage 
our operations and to seize those opportunities as far out as possible.  We are 
participating in a market that is very politically charged right now and that makes it 
impossible to know what the future holds.  Will trade agreements be reached?  What 
will happen to the commodity market if they don’t?  Agriculture is at the mercy of so 
many factors that we have no control over; therefore, we must have faith.  Whether 
the market is moving in an uptrend or downtrend, there is opportunity to manage 
your risk in either direction.  We must stay focused on what your profitability is and 
not on what the market may or may not be doing. 

This is the time of year that we celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ and we are 
reminded of what is possible if you just have Faith.  We will continue to tell our clients 
to have faith through difficult times and we want you to know that you are not facing it 
alone.  We are right by your side.  Hurley & Associates is thankful for the many clients 
that we serve and we are thankful for all of our employees.  We hope you put Christ in 
this Christmas season and count your blessings, for He has blessed us all.

“Truly, I say to you, if you have faith and do 
not doubt, you will not only do what has been 
done to the fig tree, but even if you say to this 
mountain, ‘Be taken up and thrown into the sea,’ 
it will happen.” Matthew 21:21



The Importance of Developing a Business Mindset
By Andrew Fink

It has been almost 2 ½ years since I began a new career 
as a consultant with Hurley and Associates – what a great 
experience it has been! I am fortunate to have found a 
company with an outstanding team, and the clients I serve 
are genuinely great people. I am convinced that the farming 
community is one of the best groups of people on earth. 

I always knew when I was a kid that I wanted to work in 
agriculture, and really had no excuse not to. After all, I 
grew up on a farm and received a degree from SDSU 
in agricultural engineering. However, all of the sudden I 
found myself taking my first job out of college with Pella 
Corporation manufacturing windows. WINDOWS! That is 
not even close to agriculture, what happened?

Six years later, I got my opportunity to work in agriculture. 
Looking back now, I am thankful for my time working for 
Pella. As it turns out, window manufacturing and production 
agriculture are not that different after all. The fact remains 
that many people working in agriculture today have not had 
the opportunity that I had to learn about business working 
for a world-class company like Pella Corporation.

The following are a few lessons that I learned which I feel are 
invaluable. These are transferrable to any business and my 
hope is that you are able to take away at least one thing that 
makes your operation better.

1.) Leaders are quick to accept blame amidst adversity 
and praise others when things go well.
The list of variables in agriculture that are uncontrollable 
is unending. It is both easy and tempting to externalize 
blame when business goals are not achieved. This is rarely 
a beneficial mindset and negativity will cloud your vision 
so that you risk missing the next opportunity. Every brain 
wave spent perpetuating a victim mentality is one less brain 

wave that can be 
applied towards 

improving your 
business.

2.) A business not in a constant state of improvement is 
falling behind the competition. 
For six years, my primary focus was to make the window 
manufacturing process safer, improve quality, and eliminate 
waste that decreases efficiency. Pella invested vast amounts 
of time and money to educate employees on process 
improvement. Likewise, there are countless resources 
available to the ag producer at very little cost. Knowledge 
and education are invaluable; in what ways are you 
improving your business knowledge or practices today? 

3.) The best way to identify improvements is to 
understand the current state of your business.
This was a game changer for me. It is human nature to want 
to take action, so that becomes our #1 priority when faced 
with a problem. When hiring a new engineer I would always 
give them this advice: The most challenging part of solving 
a problem is not finding a solution, but rather defining 
what the problem is to begin with. I’m sure that we’ve all 
experienced a time when we expended a great deal of 
effort or money to solve a problem, only to find out that we 
were focused on the wrong thing! The goal should be to 
understand the problem so well that the solution becomes 
obvious. 

4.) Profit = (Price – Cost) instead of Price = (Profit – Cost)
It is easy to assume that other businesses have more control 
over the price of their goods than farmers do. In reality, for 
most other businesses price is fixed due to the nature of a 
competitive market place. As soon as a business increases 
the price of a good or service, they risk the chance that a 
competitor will be able to steal market share (assuming 
the products are equal in performance and quality). 
The marketplace ultimately sets the price; it is up to the 
business to produce at a cost that leaves room for profit. In 
agriculture, price speculation and the volatility that results in 
a commodities market can offer tremendous opportunities 
that most other businesses do not have.

These ideas may not transform your business overnight, but 
I would challenge you to evaluate your mindset using these 
statements. You are the CEO of your business, what direction 
are you going to take it?
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World Waits as Stock Markets 
Topple on G-20 News
By John A. Johnson

The World’s economic news has been dominated lately by 
anticipation of the G-20 Economic Summit to begin the last 
of this month in Argentina.  Larry Kudlow, President Trump’s 
chief economic advisor, held a news conference today and 
explained some of the issues surrounding the conference.  
In addition to general issues being discussed, the President 
has scheduled bi-lateral, (i.e. one on one), meetings with 
the heads of Argentina, Brazil, South Korea, Turkey, Japan, 
India, and last but certainly far from least, will be private 
meetings with China and Russia.  The elephant in the room 
economically speaking will be China, with whom there have 
been some sparks, and in some cases real fire, in the form 
of tariffs and embargoes over trade practices between our 
countries.  

The core agenda for the Chinese discussions will contain 
several issues: control of intellectual property, which the 
Chinese are notorious for confiscating; next is the Chinese 
practice of forcing entities to turn over technology prior to 
having products manufactured in China, many times this 
transfer is accomplished by forcing prospective customers 
to join a forced joint venture with some Chinese entity; 
and finally cyber hacking by foreign governments, namely 
China. Once he is satisfied that sufficient progress has been 
made on those fronts, President Trump has indicated that 
he is ready to discuss some resolution to the tariffs on U.S. 
goods entering China and vice versa.  His stated goal is for 
the World’s economy to ultimately operate in a world with 
free fair trade and no tariffs for all.

The position stated by Mr. Kudlow in today’s news 
conference is that the U.S. is in a much better position 
economically to withstand a prolonged trade war than is 
China. There was also speculation that the Chinese, being 
a patient people, are simply playing a waiting game until 
President Trump’s term is up, then they, (the Chinese), 

expect to return 
to business as 
usual. This is the 
ultimate game 
of “Flinch” – only 
time will tell the 
eventual outcome.
In Further World news, 
Brazil’s president elect,  Jair 
Bolsonaro, who takes office next 
January and President Trump had a “very 
cordial” phone call when Mr. Trump called to 
congratulate Mr. Bolsonaro.  The two leaders 
reportedly had a very friendly conversation and 
expect to have a long and fruitful relationship. 
They have planned a meeting for some time in 
January after Mr. Bolsonaro has been inaugurated.

In our domestic economy, the news is very mixed.  
Employment is running at an all-time low, wages are 
up some 3% yoy, and consumer demand indicated by 
holiday shopping is record large.  The fly in the ointment 
is the stock market which represents so many of our 
retirement and 401K packages has plunged by 10-12%, and 
more for several individual stocks. The international unrest 
and the potential for more Chinese tariffs have thrown a 
damper on much of the financial euphoria that has been 
the dominant force for the past few years.  Some analysts 
have posited the theory that the Federal Reserve Board’s 
propensity to raise interest rates and tighten money supply 
have also contributed to some investors’ angst. 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish one and all 
a very Merry Christmas and Happy and Prosperous New 
Year!! 

“Christmas is not a time nor a season, but a state of mind. 
To cherish peace and goodwill, to be plenteous in mercy, 

is to have the real spirit of Christmas.” 

– Calvin Coolidge
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Except as otherwise noted, the contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 
materials of Hurley & Associates Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, Inc. and 
contain trademarks, service marks and trade names of Hurley & Associates 
Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, Inc. and/or affiliates. 
ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED.

While the information contained in this newsletter is derived from sources 
which are believed to be accurate and timely, there may be inadvertent factual 
inaccuracies or typographical and other errors, and the information is not 
warranted or guaranteed for accuracy or completeness. Any opinions expressed 
herein are subject to change or correction without notice and Hurley & Associates 
Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, Inc. and its affiliates disclaim all liability 
for errors or omissions in these materials, and disclaims all liability for the use or 
interpretation by others of information contained in this newsletter. This material 
should be construed as the solicitation of trading strategies and/or services
provided by Hurley & Associates, Inc. noted in this newsletter.  We believe 
positions are unique to each person’s risk-bearing ability, marketing strategy, and 
crop conditions, and therefore, Hurley & Associates Agri-Marketing Centers of 
Charleston Inc. does not give blanket recommendations. Any examples given are 
strictly hypothetical and no representation is being made that any person will or is 
likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those examples.

Decisions based on information contained in this newsletter are the sole 
responsibility of the reader, and in exchange for receiving this information, the 
reader agrees to hold Hurley & Associates Agri-Marketing Centers of Charleston, 
Inc. and/or its affiliates harmless against any claims for damages arising from any 
decisions that the reader makes based on such information. The risk of loss in 
trading commodities can be substantial, therefore, carefully consider whether such 
trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. Past performance is 
not indicative of future results, and there is no guarantee that your trading 
experience will be similar to past performance.
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